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GIS &Tips     Tricks By Dave Maune, Ph.D., CP, GS, PS, 
and Al Karlin, Ph.D, CMS-L, GISP

How many times has one of these scenarios played out for 
you?  You just got a new computer and you have to reinstall 
all the software that you have been using for the past three 
years, or you finally get that upgrade to a piece of software 
that you have using “forever” that upon installation, wipes 
out all your favorite settings.  In either of these scenarios, 
the software may be set to the “manufacturer defaults”, and 
if you are like Emily and me, it’s a real stretch of your memo-
ry to remember where to customize your GIS experience.   
A similar scenario just played out here at Dewberry when 
Emily logged-in to a new (to her) Virtual Machine.  Emily 
fired up a session of Global Mapper, and all of the familiar 
settings that she has been using and tweaking over the past 
several years were suddenly gone and the software defaults 
in place.  

While GlobalMapper is an excellent GIS system for viewing 
3D data, like topobathymetric lidar, the default for display-
ing the raster color ramp defaults to show the elevation 
range for the full extent of the loaded dataset.  While that is 
great when you are viewing the entire dataset, if you zoom 
in to a smaller extent, the default color ramp shrinks to the 
range of values in that extent, as in this bathymetric DEM, 
below, where the elevation range is small and displayed in a 
narrow color range of orange(s).

Here is the same extent symbolized by the color ramp of the 
entire dataset.  Obviously, when the entire color ramp is 
used to render the smaller extent, additional bathymetric de-
tail is easily seen.  Changing the way GlobalMapper displays 
the elevations to the range in the view really enhances the 
way the data are perceived.

To customize the default display range, simply click on ‘Con-
figure” (the wrench icon located in tool bar.) 

Alternatively, you could click on ‘Tools’ and then ‘Configure’ 

(Remember, there is always more than one way to fix some-
thing in GIS). Either way, once activated a GUI will open. 
Navigate to ‘Vertical Options’ and check the box next to 
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‘Color Elevation Based on Visible Elevation Values’, press 
“Apply” and “OK”.

 

And it is that easy!

By the way:  There is similar control in Esri-ArcGIS Desktop 
that renders the entire color ramp for the displayed extent.  The 

ArcGIS control is in the Layer Properties| Symbology tab, and 
choose from the dropdowns: “From Current Display Extent” to 
render the entire color ramp for your smaller extent.

Emily Klipp and Al Karlin, Ph.D., CMS-L, GISP are 
with Dewberry’s Geospatial and Technology Services group 
in Tampa, FL.  Emily is a project manager with Dewberry 
with a passion for all-things in the marine environment and 
especially topobathymetric lidar.  As a senior geospatial 
scientist, Al works with all aspects of Lidar, remote sensing, 
photogrammetry, and GIS-related projects.

Please e-mail questions or comments to GISTT@ASPRS.org.
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